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1. FOLLOWING FULL TRANSCRIPTS AVAILABLE.

2. ON 28 SEPTEMBER 1963 JOINT PHONE TAP REPORTED FOL: STARTS WOMAN OUTSIDE, FROM THE CUBAN CONSULATE, WHO SAYS THAT THERE IN HER CONSULATE IS AN AMERICAN THAT WAS THERE IN THE RUSSIAN EMBASSY. MAN INSIDE TELLS HER TO WAIT. WOMAN OUTSIDE IS SILVIA DURAN AND SHE SPEAKS IN ENGLISH WITH SOMEONE OUTSIDE AND COMMENTS IN SPANISH THAT APARICIO GOT A TELEPHONE AND SHE WRITES IT DOWN: 14 12 99. SILVIA TELLS ABOUT THE AMERICAN CITIZEN AND THAT HE IS GOING TO TALK TO THEM. MAN OUTSIDE SPEAKS RUSSIAN. MAN INSIDE TALKS TO HIM IN ENGLISH. SILVIA DURAN ASKS NORTHERMAN "DO YOU SPEAK RUSSIAN?" "THEN WHY DON'T YOU TALK TO HIM?" NORTHERMAN TAKES PHONE AND SAYS IN BROKEN RUSSIAN "I WAS IN YOUR EMBASSY AND SPOKE TO YOUR CONSUL. JUST A MINUTE." MAN IN SOV EMB ASKS NORTHERMAN IN ENGLISH WHAT DOES HE WANT?" NORTHERMAN: "PLEASE SPEAK RUSSIAN". SOVIET "WHAT ELSE DO YOU WANT?" NORTHERMAN: "I WAS JUST NOW AT YOUR EMBASSY AND THEY TOOK MY ADDRESS." SOVIET: "I KNOW THAT." NORTHERMAN: "I DID NOT KNOW IT THEN. I WENT TO THE CUBAN EMBASSY TO ASK THEM FOR MY ADDRESS BECAUSE THEY HAVE IT." SOVIET: "WHY DON'T YOU COME AGAIN AND LEAVE YOUR ADDRESS WITH US. IT IS NOT FAR FROM THE CUBAN EMBASSY." NORTHERMAN: "WELL I'LL BE THERE RIGHT AWAY." STATION RUSSIAN TRANSLATOR, A STAFF AGENT, NOTED NORTHERMAN SPOKE TERRIBLE HARDLY RECOGNIZABLE RUSSIAN.

3. ON ONE OCTOBER 1963 AT 1045 HOURS MAN CALLED SOVIET EMB AND SAID "HELLO THIS IS LEE OSWALD SPEAKING. I WAS AT YOUR PLACE LAST SATURDAY AND SPOKE WITH THE CONSUL AND THEY SAID THAT THEY'D SEND A TELEGRAM TO WASHINGTON SO I WANTED TO FIND OUT IF YOU HAVE ANYTHING NEW? BUT I DON'T
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REMEMBER THE NAME OF THAT CONSUL." SOVIET (EMBASSY GUARD OYEDKOV):
"KOSTIKOV: HE IS DARK." MAN OUTSIDE: "YES, MY NAME IS OSWALD."
SOVIET: "JUST A MINUTE I'LL FIND OUT. THEY SAY THAT THEY HAVEN'T
RECEIVED ANYTHING YET. NO: "HAVE THEY DONE ANYTHING?" SOVIET: "YES
THEY SAY THAT A REQUEST HAS BEEN SENT OUT BUT NOTHING HAS BEEN
RECEIVED AS YET." NO: "AND WHAT?" SOVIET HANGS UP.

4. STATION RUSSIAN TRANSLATOR WHO DID TRANSCRIPTIONS SAYS OSWALD
IS IDENTICAL WITH PERSON PARA ONE SPEAKING BROKEN RUSSIAN WHO CALLED
FROM CUBAN EMBASSY 28 SEPTEMBER TO SOVIET EMBASSY.
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